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Goal of HiSPARC

 Special outreach project

Get students to experience real science and 
research

 More physics students (also girls)
 Improve opinion of science
 Improve scientific literacy
 etc



  

Research questions

Questions from researchers and students

Both large and small

Examples:

 What happens in our 
atmosphere?

 Does the weather on earth 
affect airshowers?

 What is the composition of 
airshowers?

 What do the HiSPARC 
detectors measure?

 What is the origin of cosmic 
radiation?

 How does it get its energy?

 Is there a maximum to the 
energy?

 What forces in de universe 
influence the path of cosmic 
radiation and how?



  

Examples in this presentation

 Weather effects
 Gerasimova-Zatsepin effect
 Detector efficiency
 Teaching materials
 Work from students symposium 2012

 Airshowers and atmospheric conditions
 Particle detection
 Angle reconstruction



  

Weather effects

Students regularly inspect data for 
abnormalities

Sint Joris College Eindhoven 14 Jul 2010



  

Weather effects

Check with other stations in region

Also at university and in Tilburg (~30 km away)



  

Weather effects

Gather all the data and look for explanations
 Multiple stations
 No 'bad' data
 Clear pattern

   South ~150 km ~150 km North



  

Weather effects

What happened on 14th of July?

Weather on 14 July
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uewixfetzHg

Extreme heavy weather with lots of thunder

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uewixfetzHg


  

Weather effects

Literature study



  

Weather effects

Correlate data



  

Weather effects

Time difference!



  

Weather effects

Report findings to community:
 On 14th of July HiSPARC measured increased 

activity

Possible explanation: Heavy thundercloud
 Delayed response of ~1 hour
 Sometimes sharp peak, not always
 No explanation for coincidences
 Still under investigation



  

Weather effects

Different theory - Radon daughters in the 
atmosphere
 Variations in outdoor radiation levels in the 

Netherlands. Blauwboer et. al. 1996



  

Weather effects

Model to explain results:

Rain collects underneath the detectors
 Uncorrelated emission of radiation
 But creates (large) increase in background radiation
 More random coincidences
 Visible in data (more events with high Δt)

 Time delay consistent with t
1/2 

of 214Pb and 214Bi



  

Weather effects

Two models, which one is correct?

Obtained new information about detector network
 Network might be used to register thunder
 Natural background radiation fluctuates and might 

influence readings
 Time difference between plates might give usefull 

information (other than shower angle)

Presented at 2011 symposium



  

Gerasimova-Zatsepin effect

    Two showers, correlated in time and space



  

Gerasimova-Zatsepin effect
 Clear indication of Gerasimova-Zatseping effect at 

small distances
 Software (and support) available for students to 

continue search at larger distances
 Expanding array to make this possible



  

Detector efficiency

Yearly task for students

Calibration



  

Detector efficiency

Yearly task for students

Calibration and monitor efficiency



  

Detector efficiency

Yearly task for students

Calibration and monitor efficiency



  

Detector efficiency

Possible new design

Research done by 17 year old student at Cavendish 
Laboratory (Cambridge)



  

Teaching materials



  

Teaching materials

Book to get students started

Aimed at small (~15 hours) practical research 
assignment

Translation and 

adaptation almost 

complete

Need schools to test 

material



  

Teaching materials

Lesson book for project on radiation in Key 
Stage 3

Subjects include:
 Waves
 Particles
 Magnetism
 Orders of magnitude

Also aimed at
practical work



  

Teaching materials

Lesson letters forming a route of knowledge

Can be used by students without help from teacher

Translation and 

adaptation almost 

complete

Need schools to test 

material



  

Teaching materials

Routenet contains letters about:

 Telescopes and optics
 Relativity
 Compton scattering
 Cherenkov radiation
 The Standard Model
 Muon decay
 De Broglie

 Building detector

 Testing detector

 Inner workings of 
detector

 Analysing data

 Using Excel

 Detection network



  

Teaching materials

Routenet example

Teaching materials



  

Teaching materials

Routenet example

Teaching materials



  

Student work symposium 2012

 Robin de Vries
 Correlation Airshowers and atmosferic conditions

 Luciano van der Veekens & Dylan Cruz
 Built their own Cloud Chamber

 Gijs Bouman, Sam Huizing & Cees de Wit
 Angle reconstruction



  

Airshowers and atmospheric conditions

Robin de Vries wrote 
his own software to 
import data from 
data-website and 
schools weather 
station



  

Airshowers and atmospheric conditions

And then looked at different possible 
correlations



  

Building your own particle detector

Luciano van der Veekens & Dylan Cruz built 
their own Cloud Chamber



  

Angle reconstruction

Gijs Bouman, Sam 
Huizing, and Cees de 
Wit started with lots of 
formulas



  

Angle reconstruction

Ended up with a simple to use Excel sheet



  

Impression symposium



  

Impression symposium



  

Impression symposium



  

Impression symposium



  



  

Impression symposium



  

Impression symposium



  

Impression symposium



  

Impression symposium



  

Impression symposium



  

Impression symposium



  



  

Shower location and energy

JSparc

Competition between students

http://www.hisparc.nl/en/hisparc-data/jsparc/ Does not work in Internet Explorer
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